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CHAPTER I
Introduction
The students who enter the Essex County agricultural
f chool are selected from all over the county. The entrance
requirements are the same as for all vocational schools es-
tablished and operated under the mith-Hughes ^ct, naiuely,
that the applicant shall have reached fourteen years of age
and shall be a resident of this county. Further selection is
usually made on the basis of the student's project facilities
and his interest in agriculture.
Consequently, the chronological age of the pupils
varies from fourteen to sixteen yoars in the four year course
and from sixteen to eighteen years or more in the three year
special course. JiB a result of this wide selection, the
pupils' training in the fundamental subjects, such as arith-
metic, varies a great deal more than in the average local
high school department.
The purpose of this study is an attempt to find out
whether or not diagnostic tests followed by drill in funda-
mental processes should be used in the teaching of agricultural
arithmetic.
Most agricultural teachers and supervisors believe
that only the practical and real life problems closely related
to agriculture should be taught in this and other similar
schools. All agree that students who have chosen agriculture
as their life's work will encounter numerous problems involving
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arithmetic* Likewise « these problems will be even more
difficult when they become owners and operators of their
own farms*
Furthermore | vocational supervisors have strongly
emphasized the practical problems and very little if any time
has been allotted for drill in the fundamental processes* The
time devoted to the study of arithmetic problems does not per-
mit much review or drill on fundamentals* However 9 many pupils
are now entering arithmetic classes with an inferiority com*
plex or at least a dread of anything pertaining to figures*
In factf a number of the pupils have very little success in
solving problems in agricultural arithmetic* Whether this
difficulty is due to weaknesses in the fundamental processes
»
to the lack of persistence and accuracy > or to the lack of
reasoning power , must be determined before success in solving
agricultural problems can be obtained*
Therefore f if an efficient method of analyzing the
weaknesses and difficulties of the pupils could be devised
and habits in the easy use of mechanical processes fixed,
there would be a great saving of time on the part of the
pupils and the teacher* There would also be a saving of
money on the part of these future land owners by more efficient
handling of their farm enterprises*
while it is clear that the ability to operate a farm
with success may not depend entirely upon arithmetical reason-
ing, it is evident that the most successful farmers keep
accurate ai*d up to date records of all major farm enterprises*
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Furthermore, the management of by far the greater number of
farme in New England, at leaet, involves the purchasing of
materials and equipment and the selling of the products as
well as the actual planting, growing, and harvesting of the
crops, ill of these enterprises require considerable arith-
metical reasoning.
This problem is not just local in its scope as is
shown by the fact that the fetate intension -ervice supplies
the services of an accounting specialist who teaches the
farmers to keep records and accounts of all farm enterprises.
If our students are properly trained to keep these records,
they will be able to help not only themselves but also their
neighbors
*
As will be seen in the following chapter, educators
advise the use of diagnostic teste in teaching aritteetic
,
but to date very few records have been kept to show the value
of such a practice. Furthermore, very few if any studies have
been raaae regarding the use of these tests in agricultural
arithmetic. It is obvious that there is much need of further
study along these lines.
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CHAPTER II
Summary of iielated ^nyesy^a^ons
Numerous studies have been made within recent years
relating to the use of diagnostic tests in the teaching of
arithmetic, but as yet no one has applied these tests to the
teaching of agricultural arithmetic, and, as previously stated,
very few results have been kept to determine the effect of
such a practice upon pupil progress.
The following sunanary of some of these previously
made studies will be found valuable for purposes of comparison.
Study, bx Jajejgfc £• 2222m ssA i^mR'9s^£sm (2 >
This is an extensive study of the teaching of arith-
metic and gives a simple and clear exposition of the best
methods of teaching arithmetic known today* Part One is a
presentation of the contribution which scientific studies have
made toward standardizing the subject and contains a valuable
study of the uses to which arithmetic is put in every day life.
Part Two deals with certain fundamental principles that apply
to arithmetic in general. Part Three explains the organization
of the subject and the Eiethods of teaching the various topics
which are included in the textbooks of arithmetic in general
use.
The authors express the following conception of
testing in arithmetic! MIn arithmetic the testing process has
two distinct functions. One Is the measurement of the ability
to perform arithmetical operations or the ability to solve
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arithmetic problems • The other function is concerned with
finding out the epeciflc difficulties which each pupil is
encountering in hie work. The second function is analytical
and diagnostic in character
In treating the subject of drill , the authors
strongly emphasize the necessity of "intelligently directed
practice". In other words, careful planning of drill to fit
the needs of the individual pupils. In order to carefully
plan these drill or practice ses8ions t the difficulties of
the pupils must be determined by carefully planned diagnostic
tests.
A careful study was made in ..inneapolie of pupils
who«ere weak in the fundamental operations of arithmetic as
revealed by the results of standardized tests. It was found
that in many cases the difficulty ras due to faulty habits of
procedure in solving simple arithmetic examples and problems.
The author saysi "The faulty habits of individual
pupils are ordinarily not detected by the teacher when the
entire class works as a unit, and they cannot be discovered
from examination of the test papers. Diagnostic tests will
always reveal certain pupils who are below their grade in
ability. The problem before the teacher is to make the best
use of these findings."
study gEaeji &» X&m (a)
This is a detailed study of all kinds of tests and
measureniente for teachers. The author presents the standard-
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ized tests and methods of analysis in a clear and precise
manner.
The author* s main conclusions in regard to testing
in arithmetic are as follows:
1. The teacher's main objective in testing in
arithmetic is to provide guidance for teaching. "The marking
of numberless sets of papers once looked upon as a moral duty
has probably interfered with teaching more than any one factorj
and it has failed to provide much in the way of needed
guidance."
2. Testing is a distinct aid to the competent teacher.
"The scoring of 6t<indardized torts gives the teacher more in-
formation about the general status of individuals and par-
ticularly of the class as a whole than would be poerible from
merely reading the tabulated results.
"
3. Only when the teacher is in possession of the
weaknesses and difficulties of the pupils can he hope to do
effective remedial work.
^tudy ..lUiaa C . Barley ^nd uarion L . >ac^ouald ( 1
)
This is a clear and precise treatment of the stand-
ard practices in teaching. In the chapter devoted to testing
the following principles are emphasized!
1. Give inventory tests to determine what the
learners already know of the unit to be taught or how they
have already mastered certain skills.
2. Give diagnostic tests to determine the needs or
lacks of the learner. The results of such tests indicate
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strengths or weaknesses, "In arithmetic it is something to
know that a pupil or a class ia weak in long division; it is
far more to know in Just what phase of the process the weak-
ness lies."
3, The test papers should be corrected by the
teacher, "Although scoring papers takes time, it repays the
teacher to do this himself because only in this way can he get
a picture of the accomplishment of each learner,"
4, The teacher should so tabulate the resultB that
the number of pupils failing in each item may be indie ted,
thereby revealing the strengths and weaknesses of the teaching
as well as the units or processes that nay need further atten-
tion,
fttudy b£ Professor £ W, Reagan (V
)
This study deals with the fundamental principles
of teaching and is designed to acquaint prospective teachers
with the nature and meaning of teaching, the major problems
encountered in the classroom, and various Instructional pro-
cedures that superior teachers have found to be productive.
The chapter devoted to the measurement of the re-
sults of teaching emphasizes the following points about the
use of diagnostic tests:
1, Diagnostic tests reveal the specific weaknesses
of pupils in a given subject or portion of a subject.
2, To make * diagnosis of the weaknesses of the
pupil, it is necessary to test hin in detail in each of the
fundamental processes.
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3. Educators are placing increased emphasis on
diagnostic teating as a phase of teaching. "It is obvious
that the teacher cannot assist pupils in overcoming their
weaknesses unless he first ascertains what these weaknesses are,
jStudy bv Sdwla £. Ljde, (fs)
This intensive study analysts the instruction
practices in mathematics in a selected group of schools all
over the United States. A wide variation in subjects taught
and study outlines was found.
The chapter devoted to research and experiment
emphasizes the following facts t
1. It is only through careful tooting that diag-
nostic and remedial work of the proper kind can be applied
to individual cases.
2. "In most city schools attempting work of thi6
character, even where a department of research exists, the
work of testing is independent of that department."
3. Difficulties which teachers seem most often
to encounter concern the slow groups of pupils. "Specific
suggestions which may aid teachers in this connection are
lacking in most outlines."
4. "iit Houston, Texas, fifty pages of the junior
high school outline are devoted to diagnostic and remedial
practice in the four fundamentals of arithmetic." The
author Btrongly advises the use of such a practice.
; tudy py a. T. Buswell and Lenore John G&)
This intensive study of pupils' weaknesses in the
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four fundamental operations of arithmetic was made in
Chicago. In addition alone, a list of thirty-three specific
difficulties, from errore in combinations, counting, adding
carried numbers last, to forgetting to add, was revealed by
these teste. The other three fundamental processes, namely,
subtraction, multiplication, and division, showed an alarming
number of specific difficulties also.
ptudy by Pr_._Ojay_ M* Ei^eon, (9)
Announcing the results of an experiment made as a
P. (U A. project among 17,000 school children in the Greater
Boston Area, Dr. Guy &• Wilson, professor of education at
Boston University, declared today before the American educa-
tional Research Association that "even in the simplest of
tests given in arithmetic, children in grades six, seven,
and eight have not attained a proficiency which would be
acceptable in any business office."
The research project VU entitled "Corrective Load
in the Fundamentals of .arithmetic in Grades lx 9 beven,
and
Sight in 15 Representative Towns and Cities in the metro-
politan Boston ^rea. w
He said that the study was undertaken to ascertain
the number of children in grades six, seven and eight
in
representative towns and cities who need corrective work
in the simple fundamentals of arithmetic.
The results seem to re-emphasize the fact that
children apparently can go along through the schools
without
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being particularly noticed or taught by the teachers," the
Boston University School of education professor continued.
"It becomes apparent that teachers do not grasp
the problem; do not see what children are doing, or if they
do see, are helpless when it comes to doA anything about it.
loute procedure is followed $ so many examples are given to
be worked out} the answers are cheeked right or wrong, and
the teacher does not know what the child has done to get
the answers. n
It will be noted, upon inspection of the results
of these studies, that all of the authors believe in the
practice of using diagnostic tests in the teaching of arith-
metic, while none of them refer to the use of these tests in
the teaching of agricultural arithmetic, and that all have
emphasised the value of these tests in diagnosis; the weak-
nesses of the pupils.
The fact that so utany studies along similar lines
have been made proves that the problem is not wholly a new
one, but so far no one has applied this practice to agri-
cultural arithmetic Leaching, .aid, as previously stated,
the effect of these tests upon the progress of the pupils
has not been thoroughly recorded. Therefore, it is evident
that there is a definite neei for further research along
these lines.
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CHAPTER III
Statement of Procedure
General statement of Facte Concerning This study
The problem which has been undertaken in the
preparation of this thesis, then, is to find out whether
or not diagnostic tests, followed by drill in the funda-
mental processes, should be used in the teaching of agri-
cultural arithmetic. In other words, to show that, even
in the decidedly practical vocational mathematics teaching,
the weaknesses of the pupils must be carefully analysed and
corrected by carefully planned drill periods before suc-
cessful solution of problems related to agriculture can
be secured,
Lide, in hie "Instruction in Mathematics" ( 5)
says: "While many abuses have been committed in the use
of tests, too much emphasis cannot be placed upon the use
of tests to center the attention of teachers upon the needs
of pupils and the necessity of remedial measures."
The problem in this case has been limited to
students of the four year course group, namely, those pupils
who have reached fourteen to sixteen years of age, and in
some cases, at least, have had mathematical difficulties
in the public school system. Consequently, they have been
guided to this vocational school with the hope that they can
fit themselves to earn a living in agriculture.
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The Be students have been grouped , as nearly as
possible, according to their abilities as shown by a series
of agricultural background tests as well as the intelligence
tests used for oompari«on in this study.
The freshmen are usually divided into three sections
which are classified alphabetically according to their ability.
The IA section has the highest ability and the IC eeotion theHA and IIB
lowest ability* The two divisions of sophomores Aare usually
selected in the same manner, but the partial elective schedule
of courses does not permit as accurate an ability grouping in
arithmetic and other related subjects as in the freshman year.
description of teata given
All entering students in the r.ssex County Agri-
cultural school are given the -rray Alpha and the Kent-Shakow
Intelligence teste during the first week of school.
The Army Alpha Battery ie composed of a set of eight
teste which are given in the following order: 1, I imple
al
Directions j 2, Arithmetic^ Reasoning; 3, Choosing Correct
Answers; 4, ;>ame and Opposite Words; 6, Mixed Sentences;
6, Number Series; 7, essential Property; and 8, Information.
The standard time limits are observed, and forms five and
seven are used in alternate years.
The Arithmetical beaconing test is composed of twenty
problems which are arranged in the order of difficulty.
The Kent-Fhakow Battery, found on pages 18 to 24
was compiled by Or. Grace h. Kent of the Danvers state Hospital,
Hathorne, MaeBachueetts. The test forme are made up in eets
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and are given In the following order t 1, Hard Directions}
2, Information; 3, Similarity! 4, Essential Property; 5,
Essential Difference; 6, Arithmetical ;leasoning| and 7,
sentence Completion. Each test is given with a time limit
of two minutes* After time has been called for the last of
the eeven tests, the lead pencils are laid aside and the red
pencils are given out. The student© are allowed as much time
as is necessary to complete all teste. This procedure allows
scoring with and without time limits*
The Arithmetical Reasoning test is composed of
sixteen problems arranged in order of difficulty. This test
has been evaluated by the following two methods? 1, sixteen
items, with a two minute time limit, unweighted, one point
each. 2, Sixteen items without time limit are weighted as
follows t One point each for problems 1 and 2; two points
each for problems 3, 4, 6, 6, 7, and 8| three points each for
problems 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14; and four points each for
problems 16 and 16.
In October, 1&33, all students in the sophomore
arithmeU.c classes of the ~ssex County Agricultural ~choolby tn e autn or
.
were given a group of seven diagnostic tests/| These teste
were taken from the standard Service arithmetic < 4 )
and were given in the following order. 1, Whole lumbers;
2, Fractions; 3, Decimals; 4, Denominate lumbers; 6, Percentage;
6, Interest; and 7, mensuration. The time limits are indicated
on these tests which are found on pages 25 to 34 .
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Those teste were analyzed and the re suite and ffafe*
nee see recorded on master sheets similar to the ones
found on pages 30 to 41 • The students In the I IB seotlon
aere drilled, for about ten minutes at the beginning of
each class period, on their .neoses as s.own by these
tasts* The remainder of each period was devoted to the
solving of agricultural arithmetic problems. Sach studerct
was require to keep a notebook in which *ere kept rules
on addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division,
as *ell as general rules for solving agricultural arith*
metis problems* Individual assistance was given to each
pupil, as far as possible, to correct the weaknesses in
drill as well as in problem solving. In some cases,
special assignments were given to individuals on fundamental
weaknesses.
The students of the IIA seotion were not allotted
any time for drill on fundamentals, and the entire class
periods were devoted to the solving of agricultural arithmetic
problems, Hlaeh student was required to keep a notebook, which
contained only the general roles for solving these problems.
Individual assistance was given to each pupil, as far as
possible, to correct weaknesses in problem solving, but no
special effort was made to correct the isealcnessas shorn in the
diagnostic tests*
In tiaroh 9 1934, all sophxiore st;iden%s were given
the first four diagnostic tests again* The results were
recorded on the master sheets as before. Time did not permit
the remaining tests to be given.
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In October, 19o4, a group of eight revised tests,
as shovm on pages 35 to 38 , were given to all sophomore
students in the following ordert 1, Addition; 2, Subtraction;
3, ilultiplicat.ionj 4, Division; 5, Denominate lumbers; 6,
Fraction Decimal Per Cent Equivalents; 7, Interest; and 8,
Mensuration, The time limit3 arc indicated on each test.
The tests were analyzed and tho results recorded in the same
manner as in 1933,
The same procedure was used as with last year's
sections, except that the HA group wa3 used for the drilled
section and the IIB group as the check section*
In March, 1935, the name tor.ta were given to all
sophomore students and the results wore recorded in the usual
manner.
In October, 1934, the original group of diagnostic
tests was given to all freshmen students. These were analyzed
and the results recorded in the usual manner.
The students in the IB section were drilled on their
weaknesses in the same manner as the sophomore students, and
the Ia and IC sections wore used as check groups.
In October, 1936, the group of revised diagnostic
testa was given to all sophomore students in the same order
as in 1934, As time did not permit the retenting of all the
freshmen in 1934, it seemed advisable to compare the results
of the tests given in the freshman year with those given at
the beginning of the sophomore year. These tests were
Pagv 1G
analyzed and the results were tabulated in the usual isomer.
Consequently* there seemed to be no need of testing this
same group of students a^ain*
In October, 193G f the group of revised diagnostic
tests was given to all sophomore students in the same order
as in previous year®. The tests were analyzed and the
results tabulated in the usual mnner#
It seemed advisable to try to eliminate the factor
of group variation in ability, so the two sections were
rotated in the following manner
i
The IIA group was used as the drilled section in
addition, and the 118 group as the check section. In sub-
traction the groups were reversed. To aid In tabulation,
the IIA group was used as the drilled section in both multi-
plication and division. The groups were reverted again in
denominate numbers and in fractional decimal per cent equiva-
lents. Finally, the IIA group was used as the drilled section
in both interest and mensuration.
The procedure was the same as in previous years,
1*6
except that the groups were^, tested at tho end of each drill
period of approximately four weeks* The results were again
recorded as in previous years.
Description o£ Criteria
diagnostic
. , ,
The revised, tests used in this study are not standard.
ized tests, but it seemed advisable u> cut down the time used
in testing, due to the restricted time allotted to arithmetic.
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However j the clasB time allotted to arithmetic was the same
for all sectioned averaging about three forty-minute periods weekly
daring the freshman year and about two forty-minute periods weekly
during tihe sophomore year* Consequently*, only one test was
given at the beginning of each period*
While it is common knowledge that teachers' marks
are extremely unreliable, it was decided to inaKe comparisons
of the quarter marks of each group during the freshman and
sophomore years* There are so many factors which enter into
the quarter marks that in most cases the marks are lower than
the abilities shown by the diagnostic tests. For example*,
all sophomore students &re given assignments based on class
work | and if these assignments arc not handed in on time the
corresponding work is discounted in proportion to the tardi-
ness* In most cases the assignment papers were kept by the
teacher until the majority of them had been handed in, and
when they were returned to the pupils a new assignment was
required of the delinquents* This was done to avoid cheating*
Hie freshman marks were recorded by two or three
different instructors while the sophomore Mtttta were all
recorded by the author.
Taken with theae facte in mind, the murks may serve
as a partial basis for cougarison of pupil progress*
With your pencil make a dot over any one of these letters
F G H I J, and a comma after the longest of these three
words: boy mother girl Then, if Christmas comes in March,
make a cross right here but if not, pass along to the next
question, and tell where the sun rises If you
believe that Edison discovered America, cross out what you
just wrote, but if it was some one else, put in a number to
complete this sentence: "A horse has feet." Write yea,
no matter whether China is in Africa or not ; and
then give a wrong answer to this question:, "How many days
are there in the week?" Write any letter except g just
after this comma, and then write no if 2 times 5 are 10
Now, if Tuesday comes after Monday, make two crosses
here ; but if not, make a circle here or else a square
here Be sure to make three crosses between these
two names of boys: George Henry. Notice these
two numbers: 3, 5. If iron is heavier than water, write
the larger number here , but if iron is lighter write the
smaller number here Show by a cross when the
nights are longer: in summer? in winter? Give
the correct answer to this question: "Does water run uphill?"
and repeat your answer here Do nothing
here (5+7= ), unless you skipped the preceding
question; but write the first letter of your first name and the
last letter of your last name at the ends of this line:
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Draw a litie 'Jtt&l&r i£*e wcn3 ihi.t makes t:„u sentence true
Kterk j\ust o:i.. wort! in each 13 ne •
Sample: Maple is a Kind of >ug cloud metal tree
1. America was discovered by Balboa Cabot Columbus DeSoto
2. A receiver is a part of a chair painting piano telephone
3. Thunder usually comes with hail sunshine lightning snow
4. Cheese comes from milk nuts vegetables eggs
5. A radiator is a part of a chest desk roof automobile
6. Thanksgiving comes in April February November December
7. The number of inches in a foot is 9 12 36 too
8. Bears live in dens dugouts houses kennels
9. The sun rises in the north south west east
Leather is obtained from birds animals fishes trees10.
1 1 . Chicago is in
12. A swan is like a
Paris is a city in
A wolf is a kind of a
Illinois California Ohio Vermont
pigeon pheasant goose quail
Germany France Italy Russia
cat cow lynx
13.
14.
...
15- The iris is a part of the foot eye hand
16- Jerusalem is in Austria India Kamchatka
17. Copperhead is a kind of a
18. Bricks are made of
Primaries are connected with
20* Pasteur is the name of a
21. Gunpowder was invented by
22. Chess is played on a
23. "The Merchant of Venice"
was written by
24. When it is summer here
it is winter in
25. The law of gravitation
was discovered by
dog
nose
Palestine
turtle
wood
bird coin *snake
clay stone tar
baseball elections farming glasswork
merchant musician priest scientist
Americans Europeans Chinese Indians
court board gridiron links
Shakespeare Scott Spenser Schiller
China Turkey Australia Siberia
Ari sto tl e Newton Coperni cus Bacon
„,
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Draw a l^e under the word that makes the sentence true.Mark just one word in erch line-
Sample: Quiet means most lik noisy quite still talkative
1 . Y-Iptu means most like
2. Afraid means most like
3. Sickness means most like
4. Begin means nost like
5. Sleep means most like
6. Old means most like
7. Often means most like
8. Polite means most like
9. Wisdom means most like
tO 1 Alert means most like
It. Frank means nost like
12.. Sly means most like
13. Eminent means nost like
14. Recline Deans nost like
15. Contend means nost like
16. Help means most like
17. Pretty means most like
18. Sharp means nost like
1; 9. Stiff neans most like
20. Failure means most like
21. Gentle means most like
22. Broad means most like
3. Cruel means nost like
4. Surly means most like
5. Nomad means most like
6. Connand means most like
bak e ho t nice enow
courage defray emotion fearful
doctor health illness kindness
commence desist erase stop
awake bed lull slumber
beard gray ancient youth
after frequent never times
courteous elite gentleman sulky
ages knowledge ignorance kingdom
desert drowsy eyesight keen
candid cranky ta c i turn zea 1 ous
slip spy stealthy straight
cellar illustrious imminent unknown
decline hermit move rest
content straggle peace tender
hinder house problem assist
face ugly handsome lady
edged cut dull razor
pliable unyielding stand tiff
attempt life success defeat
dental rough
short narrow
ruthless duel
curly genial
monad
order
mild right
heavy wide
humane true
crusty sure
wanderer nonina 1 s e111 ed
offi cer commend obey
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Draw a line under the word that makes the sentence true.
Mark Just one word in each line.
Sample A man always has food glasses head shoes
A river always has
A cat always has
A house always has
A sled always has
5, A dog always has
A tree always has
A kitchen always has
An auto always has
A library always has
A shoe always has
A fire always has
A snake always has
A hill always has
A box always has
A school always has
A chimney always has
A door always has
A garden always has
A chip always has
A reservoir always has
. A fish always has
A rowboat always has
3. Wood always has
A leopard always has
5. A grotto always has
A trunk always has
7.
0.
9.
10-
t.
2.
3.
%,
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
(0.
Il
.
boats
ball
roof
bells
kennel
leaves
fishes logs water
fur kittens ribbon
fireplace paint porch
runners ropes
license nose
fruit nuts
table floor
horses
master
roots
cupboard mirror
cushions speedometer wheels windows
books chairs magazines tables
buttons sole lacee lining
coal wood heat paper
legs poison rattles skin
birds brooks height grass
cover sides hinges nails
pupils blackboards desks maps
bricks opening ivy smoke
hinges knocker lock top
plants flowers vegetables weeds
sail engine stern anchor
fi shes cont ents sand fence
scales speckles spines stomach
oars keel bottom rudder
knots grain pitch bark
mate cubs prey spots
cavity fissures pools darkness
lock handles weight strap
Mark
t
1ust one word in each line.
Samples : apple carrot peach pear
bitter sour sweet white
1
.
breakfast dinner grapefruit supper
2 . bedroom kitchen parlor stage
3- geography reading school spelling
4. camera flute piano violin
5- cow dog sheep tiger
6. box drawer field room
7. Lincoln Pershing Washington Wilson
8- beer grape Juice lemonade orangeade
9- bread candy meat potatoes
10. boots shoes slippers stockings
1 1
.
island lake river sea
12. hop jump skip walk
13- long loud short tall
14. mouse rabbit rat worm
15- book letter magazine
newspaper
16. bricks concrete shingles
window
17. cry shout whisper yell
18. bepoh chair sofa table
19. bag basket handle
valise
20. recline Fest sleep
work
|.| > duck goose hen
swan
22 . chimney fire smokestack
stovepipe
23- canary lark
• oriole robin
24. coal paper steel
wood
25. Boston Florida
Maine Ohio
26. forest grove tree
woods
Copyright, 1931, by C. H. Stoeltii
3l.E-Arith-K-S ppge £5
Name
Find the answers as quickly as you can, and write them on the dotted lines.
1. If a car travels 30 miles in an hour, how many miles does it i 5"
travel in one-half hour?
2. If you buy 4 notebooks at 5 cents each and give the clerk
a half-dollar, how much change do you get?
3. If a gallon of gas lasts for 10 miles, how many gallons would ^
be used on a 200-mile trip?
4. If 8 boys club together and pay 2 dollars for the use of a ^
room, how much should each pay?
5. A boat has 50 staterooms, each having 2 berths. If 80 berths ^
are taken, how many berths are left unused?
6 If a single trip cost $1.50 and a round trip $2.50, how much
is saved by taking a round trip ticket instead of two singles?
7. In a class of 32 members, there are 2 visitors and a teacher.
If 5 students are absent, how many persons in the room?
8. A girl had 75 cents. If she bought 6 oranges at 50 cents per
dozen, how much money did she have left?
9. If there are 4 sausages to a pound, and you are to feed 4
people who can eat 3 sausages apiece, how many pounds
would you buy?
10. If 2 pencils cost 5 cents, how much will 10 pencils cost?
11. If a man walks 4 miles an hour, how long will it take him to
walk 7 miles?
12. If a boy saves 10 dollars each month, how much will he save
in 2 years?
13 A movie theatre is open from 11 in the morning until 11 at
night. If each performance lasts 2 hours, how many are
given in a day?
14. If 2 yards of cloth cost 50 cents, how much will 5 yards cost?
15. In a 150-page magazine, pages 31 to 40 are cut out. How
many pages remain?
16 If there are 50 nails to a pound and the empty keg weighs 10
pounds, how many nails in a keg weighing 110 pounds I
U-F—Sen-K-S
Copyright. 1931. by C. H. Stoelting Co.
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ame Only one word in each space,
1 Apples grow trees.
t
;
A squash larger a potato.
The dog chased the , and the cat up a
4. Hens lay ,and we them.
| ice in summer, and freezes m winter.
Stoves made iron, tables are of
and are made of glass.
A broom is for the floor.
Automobile are of rubber, filled air,
Most of us to bed at and get in the
; but people who at night
have to in the daytime,
If we downstairs rapidly in the » we
likely to
A cube has sides and eight
It a sultry day July. Suddenly the begins
to blow, a burst of is heard. A woman
is wheeling a carriage walks as as
she can, so as to get before it begins to
i.uxMro&irEo nsf i*t arms mjmsfts, ^age m
Addition Time 4 Min.
Dlreotlottfi am ojpylng atianaver 3oasit>l© by .laoing /our
^ ,i .'.!*
v
ol3.-i f,hi MMplea <utf writIn-' oU.y t > • MMiwI8|
i. 3. a. Q
13 Q 29 325 2371 9509
21 137 983 5433 3794
00 ©50 76* 1627 669
34 709 459e 8206 8034
-JflB SBfl Jtta
6.
3153 7, Copy and addl 3770, 9386, 334, 1002, 156
90S
'4.9 8. Copy <md uddt 910, 81, 7, fcj , 96
•084
'art f« Subtraction (Tlao: 4 Kin.)
1.
554
463
1. % 3.
64369 33928 109300
24U6 3.501,9 75344
6, ?. 8.
34626 330368 31707
703*5
11, I 8/ I |fa 3 13.
11 6504 215431 561*77
747 39 19694 U579Q
4,
60929
13762
4196C4
93857
3.
8 55402
8Q437
10,
50348
and aubtiMoi:
14.)fi26346 - 695; 1
15«)1<*13>0 - 39996
2. 3* 4, 3,
810 10* 453 43*5
1M ~ 231
6.
6979
654
7.
lJ967
2031
3796.
789
(1) 34)9093
(4) 105)UU&
Part 4. CiTialon (Tlaes 6 mi*,)
(2) 46)S5355" (8) 38)17379"
(3) 18FOT (6) 297)
II. Diagnostic ?ast la fractions* P&£e 26
Directions, Oopy only «hen necessary*
Answers must be teduoe whan possible*
Part 1, Edition (Tina all >wed 5 rain;)
U * 8. »•
7/8 1/2 78 8/3 11 4/9 7 11/16
3/4 1/4 66 4/5 3 l/S 4 7/16
1/8 1/3 » 3/8
5/6 13 8/3 18 1/8
7
6* 6 7/18 pitta 3 1/6 plus 8 8/8 plus 1/8 pltt» 8 8/3
Answers mist ba reduced when oaaible
*
Part a« subtraction (flae alloead 8 lain.)
1. 8* 3, 4# G. 6*
7/12 79 5/9 23 39 3/8 32 1/4 100 1/3
1/4 13 IS 8/8 ili/L ^ 8/6
7* 98 1/8 * 89 2/3 8« 90 1/8 - 68 1/6
Answers oust ba re used whan possible*
Part 3* multiplication (Tlaat 8 min.)
1. 5/3 X 7/6 8* 3/9 X 13/85 3, 4 X 3/8
4* 7 1/8 X 8/15 5. 5 1/3 X 13/84 6. 11 2/3 X 13 1/3
Answers wet ba reduced when possible* ,
Pert 4* Division (Time: 4 min.)
1. 3/4 - 1/8 *• «A6 + 8 3. 8 3/4
4. 8 1/3a 1/3 8. 3 1/6 + 1 1/6 6. 18 1/8 +5 2/8
III. Diagnostic ras* m "aoi ou>». ,
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Par* 1, Addition (Tint 2 aln.)
14 recti ono; ooyy, add and point off aaoh anewar oor-eotly.
1) ,08 plua 1.001 plua .065 plua 5.67 ?lua 4
2) 29,65 plua 80 plua 32.01 ?lua 37.6 plua 16.005
3) 18.125 plua 8.5 plua 6*04 plua 3 plua .5
?art 2. Suotraotlon (Tlmti Sain.
)
OlrooUonai point off aaah anaaar oorractly.
1) 6.388 * 4*16 «) 10.7 - 7.033 3) 834
-
196.04
Part 3. Multiplication { ?1*»; 3 aln.)
Dlraotlonai point off aaoh w oi»«p correctly
1) 138 8) 8.90 3) 10.50 4) 102.90
^Oflafi .05 •008
Part 4. Blvlalon ( Tlmat 4 air.)
Dlraotlona: point off ©aah answer Correctly.
1) 3.41)W a) 368)'^W
3) ,08857120.0 /ft 3)
45)7W
t-age 28
IV. iii&gnostie rail In Denominate Numbers,
-art 1. Changing forma of Denominate Numbers,
Directions: ffrlte on your paper only *hat should be on the blanks.
(Tine allowed 4 min.)
ft. in.
gal. at.
hr. rain,
qt. pt.
yd. ft.
eu. ft.
03.
bu«
,
pk.
Jtr. mo.
pk. qt.
11.57 Cu. Ft," Cu, Yd. ou. ft.
a.
*•
*•
2. 9 qt. n
3. 131 min. tt
4. 7 pt. n
5. 16 ft.
1 ou. yd.
l£ lb.
m
6* M
7. t?
8,
9. 27 mo. it
10. 11 qt. it
12. 43 ou. in. * yd. in.
13. 41&0 lb. " if, lb.
14. 1 ou. ft. " ou. in.
13. 157 sq, in, " 8q, ft, aq. in,
16, 640 " aq, mi.
17, 320 Sq, rd. " Acre
18, 3 sq, mi, " ootlon
Part II, Clmputation with denominate numbers. (Time 4 min.)
Directions: Answers must be in eorreot form.
1. 6ft. 7 in. -ilua 5ft. Sin. plus 1ft, 2in.
2. 21b, lOoz, plus 71b. 6oz. plus 91b, 5oz,
3. 5pal, 2qt. plus 3qt, plus 2gal«
8yd, plus 3yd. 2ft. plus lly
. 1ft.
5. 3br. lOmin. * 2hr, 25-.in.
6. 51b. - 31b. 802.
7. 9yd. Sin. - 8yd. 71n.
3. 3gal. 2qt. - lgnl. 8qt.
Multiply: (Time 2 min.)
(9) (10) (11)
2 gal. 1 qt. 4 ft. 7 In, 3 lb, 5 oz. (12)
3 2 8 6 yd, 2 ft.
3
Divide: (Time 2 min,)
13, 3) 6 hr. 21 min. 14, 4) 9 hr, 24 r.'n.
15, 3) 5 lb. Id oz. 16. 3) 3 yd. 2 ft.
Percentage Diagnostic teat
Time allowance 30 iain. for entire teat,
part I. Praotion-Dacimal-Per Cent Equivalents
Directions : Write aa your answer what should be on each
blank. "Frao". means common fraction. "Deo." meana decimal.
1) 3/4 of *
2) It % or R
3} k 2/3% oF¥
4) 1/8 of M
5) 7% of H
6) .0425 of N
7) 25* Of H
8) 130£ of W~~~
9) 4i* of N
0) 3/10 Of R
* of N 11) 16 2/3 * of H
'(dec.) of N 12) 1.32 of N
' (frao) of N 13)
£of N.
(free) of N.
'% Of N .
(dec) of K
.
0 of
of I
14) li of N
15) 4535 Of IT
16) 110% of F
—
TTrao) Of N.17) 2/5 of N
"
Toee) of N • 18) .0* of N~
(dec) of N. 19) 4.5* of fT
"
* Of K« 20) 5/6 of S
*
TTrac) of N
.
'* of H.
"(free) of N.
"(free) of N.
"55 of N.
"* of N.
"(dec) of K.
"8 of N»
art II. Chooaing Correct Solutiona in Percentage.
Directions: Five waya are shown below for working each example.
Only one of the methoda shown is correct. Do not work the
examples simply check (X) the correct aolution.
) Find 4* of 368
388 26827756"
x7
) 43 is what * Of 179?
43 or 179743.00
T7¥
179
.0775^
.43)179.00
1/7 x 368 368
.07
179
x.43 179-43
5) If 64 Is 8% of 100$ of H equals what?
64T335064
x.C8
.08TS4 .00 ,O8TO5oT0ir~ 64 x 100
4) What number equale N, if 6i* of N - 94?
94
X6S
.65784.00 .94785.00 .06575OT0" 94
x.065
5) 756 is what per cent of 421?
786
x421
756 or 4217736"
32T
756-421 421 or 75674151
TBI?
6) What is 11211* of 384?
1.1857583 H/8 x 384 38471.125 384 1 1/8
756
X421
Add:
384
118 &
Part III. Computation of Percentage.
Directions: Work the examplea and problems tie low.
I) Find 5* of 976.
8 ) 140 ia what per cent of 875?
5) What is K, if 83* Of N - $143.08?
4) What is 100^ of an amount if 140* of it - £467.50?
Page 50
5) Find 7k% of 508.
6) 142 is what per cent of 497?
/) The let. year pupils in a certain school were asked tide questions
"suppose you had one hour for review work on the arithmetic topio
bout which you feel most uncertain.. On what topic would you vote
to spend the hour of drill?"
The votes of the pupils are given, below. Express the votes
or each topio in per oent:i of the total vote (93ft) writing these per
enta in a column. (Garry answers to 2 decimal places.)
Topic Number Votes Per Cent
Fractions 1?0
Areas & Volumes 102
DecimaIs 136 m
Percentage 289
Interest 238
—
Total 935
) A first year class spends 1500 minutes a week in sohool, Ijelow
is shown how some of this tia* is spent. How many minutes are
used each week for each subject shown?
Per Cent o
Subject
Science
Arithmetic
English
Agriculture
f Time
Qiven to Subject
8 1/3*
12*
180
Number of Minutes
Qlven to Subject
) Of the pupils in a certain school 85%, or 529, reported that they
had already started an account at some savinga bank. How many pupils
were in the school?
) In another school 93 pupils reported that they did not visit a
dentist at least once a year. Theae pupils were only 15* of the
entire school. How many pupils were there in that school?
) In a percentage test this example was given: 46fi£ of an amount of
money « «301.£2. What is the amount of money?
VI. Interest Diagnostic Tost Wge 31
(Time allowance 30 minutes)
Part I. Im ortant faots about interest.
Directions: underline the one word or phrase whioh makes the
true statement in eaoh of the following:
Interest ia usually reckoned by the: day; weak; month) three;
months; year.
Interest is: the amount borrowed; the tjmount paid back; the balanoe;
money ©aid for use of money; profit.
In the formula i 8 p r t, i means: the interest in money; the interest
in per cent; the total amount to pay; the amount loaned; the time.
In whioh one of the five problems below would you use the formula
r » 1 to find the answer?
P
a) tfind the interest on ^400 8% to earn ?64?
b) If $400 earns 324 interest a year, at what per oent is It invested!
o) How long will it take v400 c 8% to earn $64?
(d) $400 invested at 7% for 3 years w ill earn how muoh Interest?
i») In one year how mush more will 9400 j 6% earn than 3400 at 5%?
;.5nny savins banks pay interest at the rate: 5.'>; l.V£; 3fci; 10 i
ka interest table is used to determins: the safety of an investment;
the worth of the security; the rate per cent; the interest in money;
the principal*
The largest rate of interest which you should expect on a "safe" in-
vestment is: 8%, 6%. 10%, 18&$, 10$.
In examples 8to 12, "prin," means prinoipal.
4& for 8 mo. equals: 8$ of prin,; 4j of prln.; 10% of prin.
;
24% of prin,; 4/6 or 2/3 of prin,;.
6% for 9 mo. equalst 3% of prin.; 4|r% of prin.; lot of prin.;
1% of prln,; 54$ of prin. ^ ,
, 5% for 1 yr. equals: 4$ •* priiM P of prin.; Gh of prin.;
15% of prin.; 51% of prin. _ _ , ^
. 3^ of 2 yr. 4 mo. equals: 3$ of prin.; •% of prin.i 6;> of prln.:H of prln.; ft* of prin. _ , 0_4 ^ w ,
, n for 30 day. means: 210;* of prln,; 3?% of prin.; 23% if prin.i
?*, of prin.; 7/12 i of prin.
rt II. Choeaing Correct Solutions. mmmmmm
Directions: do not work the examples below. As your answer,
check the solution you would use.
Find the interest on $500 «* 6% for 1 yr.
*2 !3L »500 X.06 «X8 MtfS*
Find the interest on #800 : 5&% for 1 yr, 6 mo.
:055 $300 X .055 X 1/8 $300 X 3* X 3/2 $300 X .055 x 3/8
,055)355
» At what rate is $900 investe if it earns ^>60 a year?
*To Hfil "Jfe or 90OTO5T- *SL 00)1535-
tape 62
4« |800 earned ^70 In a years. Find average rate of interest*
800 x .7 X 8 70 Or a0O)"9000 300 300 35
355" 70 X.7 Wor 300)35
1
fc, find the Interest on 11500 % 5£#for 3 yr. 8 mo,
1800 X ,0525 X 44 |1S00 x ,0528 x
o^
Addt 1500
32/3
,
|2500 earned $900 interest in 5 years, .That was the average rate of
interest?
Addt 2500 $8500 x 9 x 5
too
5 900
"~—'
~ 8*500 or asoo)*^
.3
25OT or 32500)130.00
Subtract; 2500
800
art III. Computing Interest.
Directions} Work the examples below. Give your answers to the
nearest oent or nearest tenth of one per cent.
Find the interest on 0750 • 8* for 6 no, *
Find the rate per cent on an investment of ^2000 /toloh earned ?60
in a year.
find the int«l»•§«, on $2400 00 4 1/4S for 1 year 3 t.n.
Pss |900j»r •» 7% t ^ 3 yr, Find i.
p - *1500 « i «. # 127.50 per year, Find r.
Find the totef amount to be paid on a loan of #800 7% for 30 da.
I* fhioh investment is earning the higher rate?
(a) £700 earns 42 yearly
(b) §800 earns 149.50 per annum.
6. Find the interest on $8000 0 8 l/<# for 90 Da,
VII. Mensuration Diagnostic Test
Time Allowance » *iu*i.
Part X*. Vocabulary of llensuration
Directions t Write on your papers only the facts which,
should he on the blanks*
Fig. 1
B
Pig. 2
1« In Pig. 1 angles M and IT are t h j im angles.
2. Pig. 1 is called a
._
.
3. 4" and 2» are the ^ ~ "
"
of" Fig. 1,
4. The surface covered by Fig, 1 is called its
_ _ ^
*
5. In Pig. 1 # lines A B and C 3> are not only straight Tines'? they
are also lines t o each other.
6. Area of Pig. 1 "would "be "expressed in
.
, ., t
units.
7„ Pig* 2 is a triangle.
8, Area of Pig. "2 "is^ound T>"y taking 1/2 #f ,, A „ -
9 e To find the area cf Pig. 3 we must know the" length of its
10. Angle B A G in Fig. 3 is called a 111)
_
angle.
11. Angle A B C in Fig* 3 is called a (N) . angle*
12, The volume iff Pig. 4 would be expressed An^ unite.
13, Pig, 4 is #alled a s olid. >
14, Formula for finding wr volume "of Fig. 4 is y 3 ,, , , „ ,
43* Line X in Pig. 3 is called a ( n)
_
16, Line Y in Pig. 5 is called a WZZZ I . I " ~
17. Line Z in Pig. 5 is balled the
_
Fac;e 34
Part II* Mensuration Fasts
»
Direetions! Write as your answers the numbers or Words that
1*
2,
3.
4.
5,
6*
13,
14.
15,
15,
4
1
9
1
17
should he en the blanks
,
in« =
t
ft. 7»
ft,-
_
sq,, in, 8«
~?t, 9#
9U» ft, 1C,
"ft, 11.
"in, 12,
sq,
yd. - ^
au, yd, -
in, -
_
288 sq* in#-
1 eu, ft, -
5i ft, --
,
4 2/3 yd. -
2 3/4 ft,
=
1 mi,4*5 ft*, -
- r
DiraensionsDerore being multiplied must be expressed in the
unit,
Scale "oh a map is V\ 5 ml; 6" representa
L
»
The formula A » ab would be used to find the \ , 9
The formula A a ab would be used to find the
^ t _ ^
. .
2
17, The formula V er 1 w h would be used to find the,
Part JII, Mensuration Problems, J
Directions: Solve the following seven problems
s
1. Area of Pig, 1 « ? 2, Find area of Pig. 2
3* Perimeter of Pig, 3» t 4, Area of Pig, 4 w 7
5, In Pig, !
base 4 1 sq, in,
h f 6 in, V « ¥
«, Pind th«
volume of
Pig. *
In Pig, 7 i
A af base q 14 sq, yd.
h * 15 ft, V » 1
4CT
it
'i
{-4
Pig. 5 Pig* 4
I
Pig. 7
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Diagnostic Teat
Directions i Copy only when necessary, answers must be reduced
when possible.
Part I Addition Tlme 9 Mln »
1. 263 2. 23 5/8 3. 6 7/12 4- 3 l/6^fi 5/842 2/3
367 19 1/3
548 62 1/5 4, 29 .65 +• .02 +.065+ 4 + . 5 =
192 87 1/2
5* 6 7/l2ft.+ 5ft5in, + lyd.lOin. =
6. 5i gal.+ 1 gal. 3 qts.+3 qts 1 pint +3$ qts.*
7. 2i hrs.+ 35min-M hr;20min<. +55 seconds
8,, 2 acres +-240 sq* rds^+f acre -j- 40 sq„ rds.=
9 . 2i bu. 4- 3 pks . + 3 qts . + 2i pks . ^
10. 4.5 rtL.+ 5 yd+3 rd. 2 ft.+- 5,25rd.
=
Part II Subtraction
1» 21,000
.18,729 - 11.79
Tiiae-6 Uin
2„ $138.42 3. 20 3/5 - 14 2/3^
4, M - 8i =
5. 24/005 - 11.146 s.
6. 6i gal. - 1 gal 3 qts.
=
7* 4i hrs. - 1 hr. 20 min.^
2 acres 40 sq. rds - 120 sq. rds.^.
9* 3.5. bu. - 3 pks, 5 qts* ss
ML 3.75 rd. 3 yd. - 2 rds. 6 ft. -
1
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Diagnostic Test
Directions* Copy only when necessary. Answers must be
reduced when possible.
Part III Multiplication Tlme-lOMin
1. 996 2» 37,06 3. 1.05 4. 5 5/8 x 1/3 =
625 3g.2 .005
5. 2/3 of 4i -
6. 2 gal. 1 ct. 7. 5 ft.9in. 8* $396.00
2/Q4 3 7-w
9. 40 rds. x 16"£ yds. —
10. 20 ft. x 16 ft. x 8 ft.
=
Time 8 Mir.. Part IV Division Label ans . correetly
1. 56) 183,172 2. 450). 1080 3 « w075] 2.25"*"
4. 7 2/3* A 9 = 5. I9k+ 3 g/jj _ 6. 3 ) 9 hrs.l5min ?
7, 4 lbs. 6 Ofc -r' 7 = 8. 5 rd. 4 yd. 6 ft ._
9, 8 ft*t 96 sq. ft. 10. 25 sq. yd. 1 125. §tt. yd.
Page
Diagnostic Test
Directions; Write on your paper only what should be on the
blanks
Part V Denominate Numbers
1. 35 in =
2* 11 qt. *
3. 141 min. m
4. 9 pt. *
5. 17 ft. m
6. 1 ou.yd.
«
7. 9 pk. m
ft.
gal.
hr.
qt.
yd.
in.
qt,
min.
pt.
ft*
cu.ft.
bu# pk.
T.
B. 53 in a* yd.
9* 37501bs. -
10. 1 cu.ft* -
11. 167 sq.in.
=
12. 320 sq % rd* «s
13. 640 acres =
14. 6000 ft. =
in.
lb.
cu. in
sq.ft.
Acre
Sq. Mi.
mi. f.t.
sq.in c
15. 36 oz* = lb. oz
Part VI Fractional-Decimal
Percent Equivalents Time-3 L!in.
1. f of H = # of N.
2. 6£ % of N = (dee.) of N,
3, Z5% of N m (frac.) of I»
4. 130 ^ of IT ss (dec, ) of N.
5. 2/3 of N = (#) of
6. 4,5^ of K =7 (dec.) of W.
7. 3^ of N *s (frac.) of N.
3«
9,
30 of N
# 06 of N
of N.
« ^ of N
10, li of N *c % of N
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Diagnostic Test
Part VII Interest *4nt 10 Will
Directions: Compute the following problems,
1. Find the interest on (,750 @ 6% for 6 months,
2. Find the average rate per cent on an investment of $2000
which earned $180 in 3 years.
3. T $900 r 1% t 3 yr. Find i
4. P £1500 % $127. 50 per yr. Find r.
5. I $175per year r 3~^. Find P
Part VIII tt^m 0 Utn
Mensuration Facts and Formulas
la. The area of a plane surface is expressed in units.
2* The volume of a solid is expressed in units.
3* Dimensions "before "being multiplied must be expressed in
units
4a The formula V.r= 1 w h is used to find the
.
5. The formula for finding the area of a right triangle is_
6» The formula for finding the area of a trapezoid is
_
7 # V = is the formula for finding the
8a> The formula for finding the area of a circle is
9a V m 4/3 TTR 3 is the formula for finding the
10. The formula for finding the area of a ring is
\\ | Jilll !|| i !!:« 1 | ! f f I IS] %
1 1! i P i i ii s 8 I* P il ft isa 2
p HK»ojo Gj o»w cj o cHoiho <4tfttp 0100 cd wcd omcihi^^oj n Addition
jf^ d y M MM I I :*-r* lift***. HHJfH * HHH W W Mtt***Mti
jjj£-{3 f ] I * I I i j
- H 4 r- jWttltlnli-
; uu h» M H HH H H H M H H H H HM bati ->n
Htf*o H-a jricn a c* aa qOftj «a t&o qH*| a CM* of <* *p dp q tf» pj to p*»**^"
a
Hi
P • j *4 mica «sm -4 1* cfa «j a «#o 0 «a o> c*ivj ap n; <» m o | <g
-
f 1
j j
—
1
-0 --^ j I \ f f 1 \ i-v^-- ponofli^
?i^ Ssi Pgb^oid si siwG^- «<ia)to«4 H H »Uh ! ho I Numbers &
pif ! J H H ! ; M l H ^ ^ fwu d«o« o
i#* mh aim d«a si -a trio tp* uuo o»;c ut «o «ai c* *e<* Ren hi* id ^ \ * ^Quiv #
aw* • j* ^
.
^-«»-| j ? ! f
i
\ f f
1
1 1 H f €-hooetng
I
f I f I ] \ ] I I j
in 4»\ f I t j t ] I I I | I iB%»re«-t
U HjO vitA ri* wj H Hh cajw *jtt> ciiH* <S|H o»|co ON^ M| o» c^W c^H wj w #n f
t.«r-H| I I { f t j i I I f j ! j j \ "'^'•S't'nt'l'IW'"
^ f i j I j j j I i { I !-0ho99lng ^
t
w
!w d* dto h!w witR H^Ho> w!* wi^ wki> Htn «i<* Hat. -olu #
W^j
f
j
f {
j I f
j :Cfy«iputtnp
I
c*^ ?do-: o^c»' hU ojw *«;to frtowpi o^#»juicitei*;(& ilntoroats
k«i I i ) j I I ) 1 I ) j ) Natation $
*> b» oo> Siw «lto sika o^ub« «bi cjoc o^wN ^°«l>tilary a
faw \ { 1 j 1 1 j j I i fesnau-ration h \
I
st
i°h c*^ oib h jH riWO cba Hj*fc wbo nii o»iw »l> »|w whhm! Uonsurat i on
I k fe b b !g t b b b b b te t t ig minor _
* W in W in in !h Sh Ih h W W ^ in I £uab*r
I
n p i i I I ^ I K' n s i f^*^
I j i I I I i
I H
1
tr f
I
IHfli
m r L if L * r l» i L « if I? L isotion
1 h w ** m ;oB 6 F P i<- p P p P p ! Izzl ?«^ 1 1 i H 1 i i I i i j r j- f i isanJc In
0 I i L . L
^ j in h \to w0 mm H H
f» p » |C |C ^ p jS |M » I J J
kass
.i 1...
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SO^SSNTS OH 3RH0R3 OF DIA0N03TIC TB3TS (see next page
for keyj
Bachalder ^eak on Ils.d; IIIa,b*o; IVb.a; 7; VTa,b t c f di
Vlla.d^ej VIIIb,oj IXbjOj S and XX
Bellsood ?eak on Ia,d; Ha,b t c f d} IIIb,d; I7a,b,o,d;
V, 7Ia,b,o,d; 7IIa,b,o,d,e; Villa,b, o,d,e;
IXa,b,o; X and XI
Bin^iam -feak on IIa,dtIIIdj ITa,b,oj VIb,o,d; 7IIo,d|
7IIIa,b,o,f; IXa,b,o; X and XI
Cameron Careless on II; Illand I7a vb f c,d} eak on 7IIIa,b,o,f;
7, Yla,b,o,d; IXa,b,o| X and XI
Chambers C. Slow on IIoj weak on IIIa,b; IVb,d; V, VIa,b,o,d;
VIIa,b,o,e; VTIIb,o,oj lXb,aj X and XI
Chambers M. /oak on I7a,bj Via; 7IIb,o,d,e,f j 7IIIa,b,o,e,'
£ia,b,o; t and XI
^stwood .Vsak on IIat dj Illa.d; Careless I7d; V, 7Ia,b,o,d;
7IIb t o,d,e,f j VIII ,,0} IXa,b,oj X and XI
Ford teak on Iaf o t d{ IIb,d| IHa f o,d; I7b.d| i>, Vl"a,b,o,d;
VIIb t o,d,e,f; VIIIa,b,e t et TXa,b,ot * an* ST
Kurd <eak on Idj IIo,di IIId,oj I7b,o| V, 7la,b,o,d;
7IIb,o,d,e,f j VIIIb,e,f } IXa,b,oi X and XI
Jones eak on la) IXa,b; IIIa»b,a,d; Ivb,o,d; 7 # VIa,b,o,d;
VIIa,b,o,d,e,f; VIllb,o,d,e; TXa,b,of X and XI
Marshall tfeak on IIa,o,dj lHa,dj IVb,o,d| V, VIa,b,e,d;
7IIa # b,o,d,e f l
,
| 7111b,e 9 a»f i lXb 9 o; Xanci XI
quina Very weak on I, II, III. one IVa,b,o,d; V, 7Ia,b,o,d;
VIIa,b,o,d,e,f % VIIIb,ft,d,f; IXa,b,c; X and XI
Robinson Slow IIIc,d| teak on IVej V, 71 a,b,e,d} 7IIb,o,d ,e,f
;
7IIIb 9 o; IXa,b,oj X and XI
Sorlbner -lo. in Ia,b,d; <aak on lid; lild; IVo; V, VIa,b,c,d;
7IIa,b,o; VIIIb,o,e; IXa,b,ej X and XI
Tataronis Carelwss on lb; »«ak on IIo; I7b,d; 7, 7Ia,b,o,d;
Vila, 'o,o, d,e,f; Vlllb,o,e; IXa,b,o; X and XI
tfnitaker Careless on Ib,o; teak on Ho; IVb,d; V, 71 a,b,c,d;
7IIa 9 b 9 o,d,o,f | 7IIIb,ej IXa,b,o| X and XI
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TABLE NO. Ill | S J
Key to 'rrors of Dia^oetlo Toats
I.. .ADDITION
A—.Thole Numbera
B—tfr-iotione
C--De«3i> >als
D—Denominate Numbers
II # *3ttBT1UrriON
AjHjCjI'J (sane as I)
III *MOLTirLIC \TI0N
A,B,C,r> (aamo as I)
AjBjG^D (same ae I)
V*. FRACTION ZiOQUUO* pS 3QUIVAI. 5TK>
YI* .PP.RC:^XRciCOrn? i->0lutir>n»
B—Finding 1 of a Given Number
C—Pindirr % one vimber is of Another
D—Finding a unbar men ti Certain $ is Girei
TII.IT/TJl .^T
A—Facts
B—leoogniziag Hatea 9* for 2 yrs,-6j for 1 yr.
C—Finding Intorast
D—Recognizing ^olutiona
E—Finding Rates
F—Finding Principle
vmsMffim KWaum: etc.A—Linear 'tenure
B—Squire *
C —Cubic "
ii—Liquid
B—Dry "
F—Wal^ita «
0—Time rt
ix..i.iiiNoUiuri&N
A—Faots
B—Formulas
0--*' Inding Aran and Volumes
X..,Reducing Answer*
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DIAGNOSTIC T8ST3 (see next page
for key)
Bowley veak on I, II, III and IVb,o,dj Vb,o; VI. VIIa,b,o;
VIIIa,b; 12 and X
Christensen Very weak on I, II and IIIo,d; I7b,o,d; Vb,o; 71,
VIIb,oj Villa, 5; IX and X
Conti
Foster
Vary #eak on I, II, III and IVb,o,d; Vb.oj VI, VIIa,b
o| VIIIa,bj IX and X
Weak on I, II, III and IVo.dj Vb,c,e; 7IIb| VHIa.bj
IX and X
Preaman 'freak on I, II, III and i'Vbj VI lib; also IX and X
Jfullington Teak on Ibi 7, Land Measure Vlllbj IX and X
Oral'tam Weak on I, II, III and IVe,d; Vb,o,dj 71, Vllb,o;
VITIa,b; IX and X
Hayes
Lydon
Hi coll
Kimmo
Sennia
Sactln
Sheely
3raUh S.
Slow and 7erv weak on I, II, III and IVo,d; 7a,b,c|
VI, Vila, b,oj VIlla,b; IX and X
Careless and weak on I, II, 1I X »o,d; na,b,c,f;
7lo; 7IIb,e; Villa, b; Jr. &iA r.
Week on I, II, I.Hc,d; I7b,c,dj Vb,o; VI, Vllb.o;
VI lib j IX and X
Careless of work on I end Ildj III and IVb,d; Vo;
VI, Vlllbj IX anfl X
feak on I, II, III and IVb,o,d; Vb,o,ej VI, Vllb.oj
Vlllbj IX and X
• oak on Icj lid; Hid; IVo,d; Vb.oj VIIa,b,oj
VIIlb j IX nd X
/eak on I and IIb,d; III and lVb,dj Vb,o,d; VI, VIIb,o
Vlllbj IX and X
Careleaa or week on Ie,dj Hd; II and IVd; VIIa#b,oj
VII lb; IX and X
Saolak Careless on I, II, III and IVd; Vlllb; IX
Thompson *eak on II, III and IVb,o,d; Va.oj VI; Careless Vile;
VIIIoj IX and*
'.Vhita Very waak on I, II, III and IVo.d; Va,b,oi VI, VIIa,b,
0} 7111a, b| IX anrt X
Volfsen Jcak on I, II, III and IVdj 3g,.Miles VI, VHo; Vlllbj
IX and X
TJLBLh. SO. VI
Key to "Srrora of Seviiofi Dldgncmtlo Toots
I ADDITIOW
A*-**/holo Numbers
B»»?ractions
0—DeoinmlB
D~L'cnominate Nurabaro
II . ...SUBTHACTIOS
A?B §C tD (»9rao as I)
III. , .ITJLTIPLIG ATIOR
A,B,C tD (socio as I)
IV. ...DIVISION
A,S,Q,D (same x I)
V. in #TABLE'S l4?>A3tJFtS8 ?C
•
A»-Llxie«r Ueamir
E*-3que.ro "
0•-Cubic "
r—Uquia •
S»-Dry H
FW?elshto
0—Tlrao
yi....FRACTIOH DSOSUL raQSKT ISqUIVALSHTS
VII#..0OM?OTI!IO IHTS3SST
A—Finding Interest
B~- • T?ato
C— Principal
IIX ##K3B3UHATXCff
A**?aota
Formulas
IX, . • .LABELING AflSffCTS
X. ....Rf-r*tWPTO AHOJfT.aS TO LOfSflT T3TM3
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CHAPTER IV
PH33STATION 0? DAT'. OBTAINED
The following table abows the number of puolle tested
each year durlne the course of tills study.
TABLE ro. VII jj. g ^ w ^ g
1933 1954 1935 19
,
3
,
6 Total, 8
Arithmetic IA — 16 —- 16
Arithmetic IB 17 — 17
\rlthraetic 10 17 17
Arithmetic IU 14 19 15 16 64
.rithmetio I ID 14 19 ,15, A3 , -Jl
"lilT Q3 30 29 175
Diagnostic tests were not given to the freshmen classes
In 1933, 1935, and 1936 because the author did not teach
freshman arithmetic classes during these years,
from this point on, data will be presented rirst for
work done in the year 1933- '34, seeond for the year 1934- • 35,
third for the year 1935-' 36, and finally ror the year
1936- * 37.
Tables VIII, IX, X and XI show all the data obtained dur-
ing the first year»s testing program, together with the quarter
marks of the students.
It should be remembered in endeavoring to interpret the
quarter marks, that the diagnostic teat scores were excluded
from all marks, furthermore, drill on the fundamental pro-
cesses was not riven to the freshmen except In the year
1934-'3o
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fables -UI, XIV and XV on the pages 1 -.mediately
following show the comparisons worked out Tor the two arith-
metic groups between—
! the scores of Intelligence teats;
2. the avera e and median score Increase or the diagnostic
tests;
3. the average and median error decrease of the dlamostio
tests; and
4. the quarter marks.
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TABL?. NO. XVI
Tabulation of Comparison Kesulta — 1933-1934
Drilled Station Oheok section
Score "it or core "rror
Incr i : • e • acre ise Ino rease u^or^asQ
Percent 'eroent ^eroent ^eroant
A. 16.7 -3.4 0
B 15,8 1,4
A 11,7 9 11,6 10
inha tiPArttsi on
B 14. 4,7 5 4,3
A 20,5 11*4 9 2,3
Multiplication B 17,8 6.8 13,6 7,8
k 12.5 3 7.5 7.5
Division B 13 5,5 11.5 2
15,3 6*5 6,4 4,0
Combined Test
a
15,1 5.5 3,3 3,9
A» Medium .werage
Interpretation of rtesulte:
In addition, there is a marked increase of score and a
marked decrease of errors In the drilled section. The results
show that properly dlreoted drill Increases both speed and
aocuraoy in addition.
In subtraction, there is on indicated 'noroase or both
speed and aoourioy. This increase Is more pronounced In the
averages than In the n»dlans. !!owever, the increase Is not
gre^t enough to show any marked results.
The increase of both speed and accuracy In multiplication
Is high enough to indicate a positive result*
The increase of both speed and accuracy In division
also indicates that the drilled group has made better
progress.
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The results of the combined tests show thst the drilled
group has doubled the score increase of the oheok group, while
the or -or decrease of this group has increased about thirty
percent above the check group*
The comparison of the intelligence teat scores found in
table XII on page 54 indicates that the diagnostic teats ere
closely correlated with the Amy Alpha and the Army Alpha
Mathe tests. However, the correlation of the rient-Lhakow
tests indicates that the latter are too eaay Tor tne mental
age of this group of atudents. The scores of all tests were
from one to seven percent higher for the drilled group.
These scores indicate that the intelligence of the drilled
group was slightly higher than that of the oheok group.
The comparison of the quarter marka of the two groups
during the freshman and spoho *ore yeara is found in table
XV on page 87. this comparison indicates that the marks
were higher during the freshman yesr than during the aophonore
year. However, it must be remembered that the freshman year
marks were given by different instructors and the time allotted
for arithmetic waa also greater in the freshman year than in
the sopno ore year.
The comparison of the first and third quarter marks for
the sophomore year shows that the drilled group had an average
increase of 13. and a median inorease of 20J*. The check
group had an average increase of 10^ and a median increase of
12.5% for the same period.
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The drilled group had a yearly average mark of 6?£ and
a median yearly average mark of 71*7% for the soohomore year#
The oheok group had a yearly average mark of 64*9$ and a
median yearly averape mark of 63*3$ for the same period
•
The comparison of the mean and rasdlan deviations of
the first and third quarter marks for the soohoroore year
found in tables X and XI * shows that the drilled group had
a mean deviation deorease of 1*4 and a median deviation de«
ors^se of 4*?# The oheok section had a mean deviation de-
crease of 1*2 ant!! a median deviation decrease of 1*4 for the
same period.
These faots indicate that the drilled group has made
better progress than the oheok group*
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TAB13 NO XXV
Tabulation of Comparison faults -
Drilled Seotion
Score Error
Increase Decrease
^oroent Perocnt
1934-1935
Check Section
..oore
Increase Decrease
Pereent ? orcent
A 30 10
Addition 2
A 10 0
Subtraction B 10 e
A 30 -10
Multiplication B 23 8
A 19 0
Division B 11 3
Denominate A ao 6.7
Numbers B 14.7 7.4
i 3qulv«
A 10 10
B 9 10
A 20 ao
Interest B 14 13
A xo 10
Mensuration B • 6
A 16*3 7.5
Combined Tests B 13,3 7
w
A(9
10 10
7 l
10 10
12 a
0 10
z 4
13.3 6,7
8,7 4.7
10 10
6 6
0 20
4 8
0 10
4 6
6.8 8
8 3.4
A- Median B» Averagi
Interpretation of Results:
The results shown in the above table and those in
table
;.VI which show the first year's work are, in many
respects,
Suite similar. The increase of both speed nnd
accuracy in
addition, subtraction, multiplication and division is
even
more apparent than in last year's rsaults. There is
a great*
er increase of speed than of aocuraoy, as shown by the
score
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Increase and the error decrease. In subtraction the speed
and aocuraoy of tooth the drilled and oheok groups Is again
very similar*
In tooth denominate numbers and interest, the drilled
group has doutoled the score increase of the oheok group
while the error doorcase is only slightly in favor of the
drilled group in tooth oases*
The soore lnorease and the error decrease of the drill*
ed section is also higher than that of the oheok section in
tooth fraction decimal peroent equivalents and mensuration.
However, the increase of speed and accuracy is not as great
as in denominate numtoers and interest.
The results of the oombined eight tests show, even more
conclusively than those of last year's tests, that the drilled
group has more than doubled the score lnorease of the oheok
group. Likewise, the error deoroase of the d rilled group is
more than fifty pero nt greater than that of the oheok group.
The comparison of the intelligence test soores found
in table XXI on page 69 shows very similar results to
those
of last year. The diagnostic tests are olosely
correlated
with the Army Alpha and the Army Alpha Kathe tests.
However,
the correlation of the Xent-Shakow tests again indioates
that
the latter are too eay for the mental age of this group of
students. The soores of all tests are from eight to
twenty
peroent higher for the drllle' group. These scores
indicate
that the intelligence of the drilled group was
oonside-atoly
higher than that of the oheok group.
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The comparison of the quarter marks of the two groups
during the f reahman and sophomore years are found In table
XXIV on page 72. The drilled group aho*a higher marks than the
check group during both years. As there was no specialised
drill given In the freshman year, the effeot of the drill
would not be apparent until the second quarter of the sophomore
year*
The comparison of the first and thlr<5 quarter marks for
the freshman year, found In tables XVII and XVIII,
shows that
the group, which was drilled In the sophomore year, had an
average Increase of 1**10 and a median increase of 15*.
The
Check had an average inorease of 27.1* and a
median ln-
orcase of 874 for the same period.
The comparison of the first and third quarter marks
for
the sophomore year chocc that the drilled croup
had an average
Increase of 8.3* and a median increase of 7*. The
cheek
group had an aware increase of 1.6* and a median
increase
of 3.8* for the same period.
The drilled group had a yearly average mark of
W3.7*
and a median yearly average mark of 77.7* for
the sophomore
year. The check group had a yearly average
mark of 66.3* end
a median yearly av*racs mark of 70.3* for
the same period.
The caparison of the mean and median deviations
of the
first and third garter mark* for the sophomore
year, found
in tables XVII and XVIII, shows that the
drilled group had a
mean deviation decrease of 3.1 and a median
deviation decrease
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or 2.9. The cheok group had a mean deviation lnorrcaae of
2 and a median deviation increase of #5 for the same period.
These faota indioate that the drilled group has made
muoh better pro -res- tlian the oheok rroup.
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Tabulation of Comparison Results
Drilled eotion
1935-1936
Check -ieotl m
14*1*1 on
Subtraction
Multiplication
Division
A
B
A
B
A
B
Soore
Inorease
gor pent
— Elo*
6.7
4.7
15.9
9,5
2,5
10
3rror
Decrease
Percent
2:1
-1.7
2,3
-15.5
-12,6
-2,5
-3,5
score
Increase
Per oent
=88:9
-8,3
-5.3
5
5
6.3
T
:rror
decrease
^erceri
-:2
-6.7
-4,7
-2.7
-9,9
5
5,5
Denominate k 22*3 13,3 9,5 -1.1
Numbers B 20,6 12.1 16 2.1
FracDeo, A 42,5 -5 20 2,5
$> Squir» B 29 1 24,3 -4
A 12,5 1.2 35 17.5
Interest B 17,5 -2,8 27,8 •2.5
A -11,2 4.1 -19,1 .9
Mensuration B -12.4 -1,4 -23,9 -2
A 10,6 4,1 3,4 -8
Combined Tests B 9*9 .3 2,9 -.9
Median D- \vera£.e
Interpretation of Hesfclts*
The rosults shown in the above table and those in tables
Ttl and XXTj whioh show the last two years:' results, are in
many respects quite similar. The score lnorease is apparent
in all tests except addition and mensuration. There
is a
noticeable error deorease in addition, subtraction e*d de»
^
nominate numbers.
Page 39
The drilled section has again shown the greatest seore
increase In all tests except Interest, Thie fact seems to In-
dicate that the cheek group had more or better training in
interest than the drilled group,
The results of the combined tests Bhow, even more strlk-
ingly than In previous yenrs, that the drilled group has made
better progress than the eheok group* the score increase and
the error decrease of the drilled group are both about three
times that of the check group*
It should be remembered, ^vhen interpreting the results
of this year*s ^ork, that the ending tests were given one year
after the beginning tests. In other words, the students were
tested at the close of a six month's project season and not
during the school year as was the case in previous years.
This accounts in part for the increase of errors in some tests.
The comparison of the intelligence test scores, found
In table XXX on page 84, shows very similar results to those
of previous years. The Tent-Shako* te:-5ts, except the Mathe
time test, again lndloate that the latter are too easy for the
mental age of this group of students. The Army Aloha and the
Kent-Shakow time test indicate that theproups were of about
equal Intelligence, The diagnostlo tests Indicate that the
check group was of higher intelligence, while the remaining
tests indicate that the drilled group was of higher intelligence.
The eomparison of the quarter marks of the t»o groups round
in table XXXIII on page 37. s ows that the drilled group
made
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batter grogi'ess than the ohook group during tha freshman year*
It should be remembered that this sroup was drilled during the
freshman year instead of the sophomore year. The marks of the
drilled group were higher In all oases except the rirst quarter
of the freshman year*
The comparison of the first and third quarter marks of
the freshman year* founrf In tables XXVI and XXVII, shows that
the drilled group had an aver are increase of 15. 9£ and a median
increase of 13$. The ehecV- group had an average increase of
6.8% and a radian increase of t$ for the same period*
The drilled group had a yearly av>raf?e mark of 72.3^ and
a median yearly average mark of 74. 2£ for the freshman year*
The check group had a yearly averaop mark of 71 • 6$ and a
median yearly average mark of 73. 3& for the same period.
The comparison of the mean and median deviations of the
first and third quarter marks for the freshman year are found
in tables XXVI and XXVII on pages 77 to 79. The drilled group
had a mean deviation decree © of 3.3 an<5 a median deviation de-
crease of 2.8. The check group had a saean deviation decrease
of 3.2 and a meetan deviation decrease of 2.4 for the same per-
iod. These deviations are not great enough to be of any elgnifl
anoe.
The effect of the drill is also carried over to the
sophomore year as is shown by the following:
(1) The comparison of the first and third quarter marks of
the sophomore year shows that the drilled section had
an average increase of 11«SA and a median increase of
Page OX
53# The check section had an average Increase o* 5«3£
and a median Increase of 4$> for tha same oeriod.
(a) Tha drilled group ted a yearly average mark of 74«2S
and a median yearly average mark of 7B # 3* for tha
sophomore year. The oheok group had a yearly average
mark of 75. 3£ and a median yearly average mark of 77#*£
for the same period*
(3) The comparison of the mnxx and median deviations or the
first and third quarter marks for the sopViomore year
ahoff 6 that the drilled group had a mean deviation de«
create of 3*1 and a median deviation decrease, of 3«6 #
The oheok group had a mean deviation decrease of 5«6
and a median deviation decrease of 4*7. for the same
period*
Tha results of this yea/s work indicate that the drilled
group has made a definite increase in progress above the check
K*9U»| as indicated by the marks as well as the diagnostic test
scores*
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Table of Comparison Hesults 1936-1937
Drills* section Check Jeotl m
aoore :irror Score ;rror
Inor«*ase Peoreare Increase Decrease
Percent °qrcsnt Percent Peroral t
Addition A
B
1 30
27
-5
-2
2 10
19
10
4
Jubtracti on A
B
2 20
16
0
7
1 3524
10
5
teulti plication A
B
1 30
26
10
14 2
20
7
-10
-10
Division A
B
1 40
32
0
6 2
10
11
0
0
Denominate
Fumbers
A
B
2 0
1*3
0
2.6 1
3.4
2.6
0
4.7
*rac» Deo.
% TSouiv.
A
B
2 30
17
-10
-1 1
20
6
5
7
Interest A
B
1 20
20
10
12 2
20
6
0
24
"'enauratlon A
B
1 30
29
-10
-5 2
0
5
-10
-13
Combined Testa A
B
23.9
19.9
-1.2
3.6
15
9.9
• 6
1.9
A- Median B- Average
1- IIA Section 3- IIB lection
Interpretation of ttasults:
It should be remembered that the groups were rotated this
year to offset the differences of group ability*
i'he results shown in the table above and in tables XVI $
XXV and JQtXXTg which show the results of the previous three
years 1 work are in many rospect3 t quite similar* In the units in
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which the Ilk section was used as the drilled group, It showed
the greatest increase in both speed and accuracy In all oases.
In the units In which the 113 section was used as the drilled
group, it showed the highest score increase In fraction deol al
percent equivalents hut was lowest in both speed and accuracy
in subtraction and denominate numbers*
The results of the combined tests aho* that the drilled
group has doubled the score Increase and the error decrease of
the cheek group* These rajults ara similar to tfao^e of pre-
vious ye*\rs,
the comparison of the intelligence teat scores found in
table XLI on page 108 shows very similar results to ti.ose of
previous years, the ease of the Eenfc»3hakow tests In comparison
with the other tests Is again apparent* There was also a wider
difference of intelligence between the ts»o groaps or students.
The IIA group had from ten to sixteen percent nl^her scores
than the I IB group on all tests.
The comparison of the quarter marks, found in table 7X17
on pa#e 105 # tfo^s that both groups have mad-' good progress.
It should be remembered that both groups were rotated as th©
drill and check sections, fc noticeable leveling off of the
series Is a** own in the second and thir^ quarters of the spphomore
year* This fact indicates thnt the effect of drill on both
groups is showinp up as in previous years.
The comparison of the first and third quarter marks of the
sophomore year, found in tables XXXV and XXXYI, sho*a that the
Pa^e 103
IIA section bad an a vera re Increase of 7% and a median increase
of The IIB section had an average Increase of 15 #5*> and
a median inoreaae of 10£ for the same period*
The IIA group had a yearly overage nark of 77*9* and a
median yearly average mark or 79*£*» for the sopnonore year*
The IIB group had a yearly average marie of 69#4*j and a modi an
yearly average mark of 75* for the same period*
i'he oonparison of the mean and median deviations of the
first and third quarters of the sophomore year, found in tables
XXXV and HOOD!* ah owe that the IIA group had a mean deviation
decrease of 2«7 and median deviation decrease of 3* The IIB
group had a mean deflation decrease of 6.3 and a n»dlan deviation
decrease of 5,8 for the same period*
All of the above faota indicate that the effects of drill
are showing up as in previous years, as indicated by the quarter
marks a" Mil as the diagnostic test scores.
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SHAFTS V
Summary and Conclusions
The summary of the four years •work to determine whether
or not diagnostic tests, followed by drill in the fundamental
processes, should be ua^d in the teaching ngrioulturnl
arithmetic ie found on th* followinp pa?;es #
The author realizes that the nuiribar of oases Meted una not
great enough to establish noma. Likewise, the selection of the
groups by intelligence quotient ratings, if it had been possible,
would have eliminated the variation of group ability*
to
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TABLS NO. LVI
Comparison of Four Years Results
Drilled
-action
Score 3rror
Increase Decrease
'oroent Percent
1933-1937
Check Jection
-ioore ^rror
Increase Decrease
Percent Pepoon^
Addition
A
B
17.5
14,3
3.5
1.6
-3.3
-1.1
-.7
1.3
iub tract ion AB
12 .2
11.4
.9
5.9
10.9
6.9
5.2
-.5
yultl all ant 1 an AB
25.3
30
-.5
5. 6
1.3
9.2
.6
-1.8
A
B
17.4
17.2
• 7
4.9
3.6
7
6
3.4
Denominate
Numbers
A
B
14.5
12
6.2
7
9
9.6
1.9
3.8
*rao. Dec.
1 ISquiv.
A
B
23.9
16,3
.2
.1
16.5
1 .7
5.3
2.7
Interest
A
B
13.3
16.9
1 2 • 3
11.2
1-1.5
13.6
14
7.8
Mensuration AB
12.4
11.3
1.6
.4
-7.3
-6.3
1.5
-1.8
Combined Tests AB
17.7
15
3.1
4*8
6.1
6,5
4.2
1.9
A-» Median •ft Average
Interpretation of Keaults:
The results of the oonbinea four yearsH eating program shown
in the table above are very sioilar to those of the individual
years. The drilled groups show a very marked increase of both
speed and accuracy above the o^ee-c groups in all oases. Although
the jseora increase shows up greater than th« error decrease in
all tests, both are T.ore than double t^osg of the check groups.
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The oombined summary of the lntelllgsnee test scores is
found in table X71 on pa^e 110, The eoorea are alnllar in
many respects for all four years, Saoh year's results ahow that
the dlagnoatlo test eoorea ere closely correlated with the Army
Alpha and the Army Alpha Mathe test aoorea. The Kent-ohakow
Mathe time teat has scores similar to the above tasta during two
of the four years. However, the other three rent-ohakow teat
scoria ahow that they are too eaay for tha mental nga of this
group of students.
The comparison of the oombined scores of the intelli^noe
testa for the first three years is^ found in table LII on page
116, It seems-: best not to include the scores of the 1936«*37
groups beoausa they sere both used as drille: and check groupa,
"i'he scores of the Army Alpha, the Army Alpha Maths and tbe
Diagnostic tests s ow that the drilled groups have made an
average score of from 4& to 6% higher than the oheok groups.
The median scores of the drilled groups are from S$ to Tfrt
higher than ths oheov groups for these three tests. The average
aoorea o" the Kent-Shakos tests are from 7 3/4 to 14$ higher
for the drilled groups, while the nwdlan aoorea of these testa
are from Zh to 13$ higher for the drilled groups.
Thus the scores of all Intelligence testa indicate that the
drilled groups had ths highest intelligence.
The comparison of the oombined quarter marks for the first
three years are found in table LT on page 119. It again seemed
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beat not to Include the marks of the l936-»37 groups beoausy they
were both rotated as drilled and oheok groups.
The ojmperlson of the first and third quarter marks or the
freshman year, found In table LI, shows that tho groups which
were drilled in the eophoaore year haTe made en average increase
of 12,4% and a median lnoroaee of 11,7%, The oheok groups have made
an average inoraise of 13.3$ and a median Increase or 12. 5i for
the same period.
»
The drilled groups have a yearly average nark of 74.2$ and
a median yearly average mark of 77,l£ for the freshsian year. The
oheok groups have a yearly average lark of 68.9$ and a median
yearly avarage mark of 69.8*) for the same period.
It must be remembered that the effeot of drill on the marks
Is not apparent until the aeoond quarter of the sophomore year*
It should also be noticed that the effect of drill during the
year 1934- '35 la Included In the above ave-ages. This fact tends
to show higher marks and a greater increase In progres for the
drilled groups during the freshman year, than Is actually true.
The comparison of the first and third quarter marks in the
sopaomore year shows that the drlllei grouse nave made an average
inorease of 10.M% and a median inorease of 10,? 6. The oheo\- groups
have made an average inorease of 6,7% and a median inorease
of 3,3$ for the same period,
The drilled groups have a yearly average mark of 74,4% and
a median yearly average mark of 77,4* for the sophomore year. The
check groups have a yearly ^verape mark of 69,3$ and a median
yearly average mark o** 71. "$% for the same cerlod.
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Conclusions:
Tho results of t"e combined four fears 1 work seem to warrant
the ftQ.lowtnc conclusions:
1* That the drilled croups have made a definite Increase
in progress above the oheek ftrouT>s, as indicated by the marks as
well as the diagnostic tent scores.
2* That the drill had more Influence mon aoore incr^se
than upon error decrease, whloh seams to Indicate that drill
increases speed more than accuracy.
3. That diagnostic teste reveal pur>lld weaknesses which
are not detected by the teacher when oorreotlnr their papers*
4# That carefully planned drill is effective in correcting
the #eaknes;:es of the pupils
*
5* *hat drill is effective in securing a more homogeneous
grouping 9 as is shown by the decrease in the mean and median
deviations of the marks*
6 f finally, that the teacher cannot teach efficiently with-
out flrat diagnosing the weaknesses of the pupils and then care*
fully planning corrective exercise.
Suggestions!
! The author advises the use of a master sheet, similar to
the one found in table XL on pa#es 100 and 101, on the olass
bulletin board, to show the relative ranks of the students in e^oh
test* Such a plan as this one helps to stimulate Interest and
enthusiasm on the part of the pupils, by oreating a spirit of
rivalry.
£• though the correcting and soorine of the diagnostic
tests t^ke^ a cons id arable part of the teachers ti re, the author
believes that this is the only wa; in *hioh the teioher oan
really discover the *eakne&&ea of the pupils* After all, there
is no preater eatis^.oti m in teaching than to watch the puoils 1
progress* Anything that the teacher enn do to Increase thie
pr©prea s will pay dividends to the tencher t the pupil and society,
by helping to equip the individual for his llftfts work*
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